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EDITORIAL
Hi Everyone,
Again it's been a busy month! All credit must go to Central's
hardworking core who put on a great event over Easter, even
if the hills were as steep as Wellington!
The drive through the forest to the Autumn Series event on
White's Line was a little depressing as the loggers were felling
Temu Road before our eyes. The barren, freshly felled areas
of the forest certainly remind us that the trees won't be there
forever.
One of New Zealand's longest serving orienteers celebrated his
70th birthday over Easter by competing in the 3-day event.
Congratulations to Ralph King.
Parents with young children will be pleased to note that pleas
in last months magazine were heeded by the AOA and parking close
to registration and a creche should be provided at all events
from now on.
Until next month,
Happy O-ing,
Marquita Gelderman.

EXPRESS
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47A Forbes Street
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Auckland
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21 May 1993

QUOTE OF THE MONTH: If I don't
a sex change...Bill Teahan.
How's that for dedication!!
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COMING EVENTS
MAY
Sun

2:

Autumn Series 4, Sixteen Mile, Woodhill. Take SH16
towards Helensville. Signposted from this road at
Rimmers Road entrance.

Sun

9:

WOC Squad Forest Run. Annual fun run held by the WOC
Squad near Temu Road, Woodhill, to raise funds for
the World Champs. Entry form enclosed in this issue.
If you would like more forms for your workplace or
friends, ring me (the editor) on 634-3676.

Sun 16:

OY 1, Kiwitahi-Paehoka. Signposted from SH16 towards
Helensville.

Sun 23:

Hamilton Club, Four Brothers/Kapamahunga. Signposted
from Whatawhata (10km west of Hamilton). See details
in 'Notices'

Sun 30:

CDOA OY 3, Mamaku. Signposted from Newells Road just
north of Tokoroa. No entry from Rotorua side.

Sun 30:

Autumn Series 5, Otakanini Topu. Signposted
Road off SH16.

Rimmers

JUNE
Sat-Mon: Queens Birthday 3-Day, Wellington. Pre-entry event,
5-7
forms in last issue or ring editor.
Sun

6:

Park Event. One Tree Hill.

Sun 13:

OY 2, Huriwai, Port Waikato. Signposted from Tuakau
Bridge.

Sun 20:

Autumn Series 6, Sixteen Mile, Woodhill. Signposted
from SH 16 towards Helensville down Rimmers Rd.

Sun 20:

CDOA OY 4, Whakaipo Bay, Taupo. Details next issue.

Tue 29:

Auckland Secondary School Champs, Sixteen Mile.

NOTE:

Start times for events anytime between 10.00 and
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12.30pm.

SOUTH AUCKLAND GOSSIP
The Counties Primary School Champs will
May 6th at Broonbie's Farm, Paerata. Val
6911) will welcome any assistance.

be held
Robinson

on Thursday
(ph 09 238-

Those SAOC members selected for WOC can expect some assistance
from the club. This will be in addition to the grant from the
Hillary Commission of $17,500, which compares favourably with
grants to some other sports.
The social event of the month was Darren Ashmore's and Tania
Robinson's combined 21st birthday party celebrated at Awhitu.
Comments from the controllers about competitors leaving gates
open and disturbing stock (and the farmer) at Taurangaruru,
and the 'low points' of the Great Day-O, may appear trivial
but when a farmer finds the bull amongst the heifers and his
daily milk yield down, he will think twice about "townies"
running on his farm.
Note that club meetings are on the first Monday of the month
- 3rd of May at the Robinson's, Pukekohe. However the June
meeting will be held on the last Monday of May at Linda Wilson's,
Papakura.
Finally a mention of our newest M65 veteran Ken Green who has
been turning up with his grandchildren. A pit (v) is a hole
in the ground, not a gravel pit.
Ken Browne.

NORTH-WEST NEWS
Two new members have joined North West this month. Jo Henderson
from Reporoa, at present attending Teachers College in Epsom,
adds to the club's already impressive list of elite women
orienteers. Welcome also to Hillary Iles who teaches at the
Outdoor Centre on Motutapu Island.
Congratulations to Marquita Gelderman who won the Brighouse
Trophy, donated by the Brighouse Family of Taupo. This trophy
is awarded annually to the New Zealand orienteer who has the
best results from the various Area Champs and the Nationals.
North West members have won the trophy for the last 6 years,
previous winners being Jenni Martin, John Fettes, Katie Fettes
(twice), Bob Murphy, and Peter Ambler. Who is going to be in
the running this year?
Lesley Stone now has all the club controls stored at her house,
so she's the person to ring if you need them. If anyone has
a control or two lurking in their garage would you please return
them to her.
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Club Coach Rob Garden held the first coaching session for club
members last month. Ably assisted by Marquita, the group looked
at maps and discussed various techniques one evening followed
by a practical session at Taurangaruru the following Sunday.
From what I hear, those that took advantage of this really
appreciated it and gained a lot from it.
Easter provided nice weather for Central Club's 3-day event.
Thank you to everyone who worked hard for our enjoyment. The
winners of each grade were awarded a large chocolate Easter
egg. Yum, lucky them!
Not all orienteering in Sweden has been suspended. Christer
Abrahamsson writes that he attended a training camp in Ahus
in southern Sweden. They were running in pine forest on sanddunes just like Woodhill so he felt quite at home. Christer
is presently doing an engineering degree in Gavle which is on
the east coast several hours drive north of Stockholm.
The Great Day-O attracted the adventurous orienteers looking
for a challenge. Well done to everyone who finished and thanks
also to the many people who helped. Remember the Long-O events
we used to have years ago? Up to 25km of continuous orienteering
through Woodhill. We probably have enough adjacent maps in that
area to put one on again! Masochists Delight!
We have had an offer from a Chiropractic clinic to chat to us
about injuries. At the last club meeting it was decided to have
a social evening where this could take place, and then perhaps
follow up with a general sports quiz. Orienteers from all clubs
are welcome. Keep this date free - Friday May 7th. When a venue
has been organised information will be displayed at the next
events.
Congratulations to Peter King and Paula Sullivan who were married
a few weeks ago. Best wishes for the future!
Welcome to new club
Smale of Bayswater.

members

Paul,

Erica,

Lyndsay

and

Hillary

The next two club meetings are as follows; Thursday May 6th
at Geoff and Lisa Mead's, 10B Patuone St, Devonport; and Thursday
June 3rd at Keith and Lesley Stone's, 8 Agathis Ave, Mairangi
Bay. Time 7.30pm.
North West Newshound.
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Central Chatterbox

After a brief spell out of print Central Chatterbox is back in circulation bringing you
news, views and happenings from Central. We welcome several new members to the
club; Tony Cooper. Scott McDowall, Peter Cameron and Arlene Martin, along with 2
new schools, Edgewater College and Colwill School. We hope we will get the chance to
get to know you at future events and social gatherings. Club meetings are held on the
first Wednesday of the month at 56 Allens Rd, East Tamaki at 7.30pm and all
members are most welcome to attend.
The year has got off to a busy start for the club with another successful summer
series. Under the able leadership of John Powell and with the regular assistance of
several club members, a total of 16 events were held around the city during the series.
Following the final event, a very successful BBQ was held for summer series setters,
vetters and coordinators and their families. There was plenty of talking, eating and
drinking. It was even an occasion to talk orienteering as people studied a selection of
master maps prior to casting their votes for the best courses. A summer series trivial
pursuits competition was also held providing a good deal of fun and an opportunity to
establish who in the club knows a lot about nothing! More social events are planned
so watch this space for details.
With the completion of a very enjoyable Easter 3-Day. the hard work is not over for
Mike Ashmore and his committee. Instead they are now focusing on preparations for
the Woodhill 3-Day following APOC in mid January 94. We hope the weather gods will
be as kind then. Apart from the cool breeze which seemed to know exactly where the
start and finish areas were on days 1 & 2 (causing a well known M60A club member to
declare to the world that he was frigid) we were all grateful that the forecasters got it
wrong once again.
Orienteers being resourceful folk are always on the lookout for new challenges. We
understand that recently a club member had an attempt at four wheel drive
orienteering only to find that staying on all four wheels in the chosen terrain was not
easy. We were relieved to know that your only injury was a broken fingernail Jill B.
Central chatterbox would very much appreciate assistance with this column. Please
give me a call on 817-4477 if you have any contributions.
I will close with an observation about the profile of our sport in an increasingly
technological world. I was somewhat amused to see what the spelling checker in my
computer came up with as synonyms when it encountered 'orienteers' for the first
time. The list was headed by 'urinators' and also included 'ranters' and 'reentries'. Say
no more!
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NEW ZEALAND ORIENTEERING FEDERATION
NEWSLETTER
Page 1

MAY

1993

HILLARY COMMISSION FUNDING 9 3 / 9 4 .
Very shortly the Management Committee will be preparing the NZOF
application to the Hillary Commission a n d w e are asking clubs if they
h a v e any suggestions o n what projects w e should be c o n c e n t r a t e on.
Can any thoughts please be passed o n to the NZOF Secretary by the
31 May 1993
PRESS RELEASES -- CLARIFICATION.
Sorry that I didn't make it clear in the last Newsletter. I was refferring
to e v e n t s / t o p i c s of a national a n d international n a t u r e , whereby I as
NZOF Secretary may get enquiries of Press Releases that I do not
k n o w nothing off.
APOC94 RELAY GRADES
In the first distribution of APOC94 brochures, the M & W 45- grades were
omitted from t h e entry form. This note is to assure competitors that there
will be these grades offered a n d the matter has b e e n corrected in the
s e c o n d printing of the brochures.
A l s o , a reminder that y o u c a n make savings o n your entry fees if they
are paid by the 31 July 1993.
PLOT MAPS.
Some of y o u may be aware of this fairly n e w process of printing maps,
mainly in Australia. T h e computer programme PLOTMAPS runs o n IBM
type computers. Eddie Reddish has obtained files (on disc) of this
programme from the writer of the programme and has them available
for clubs or anyone interested. If interested, please s e n d Eddie a disc
(either 3.5 or 5.25) a n d he will send a copy of all files. The c a t c h to use
this method of printing is that the programme is written to use a ROLAND
DXY-1200 flatbed plotter. They cost approx N Z $ 2 3 0 0 + G S T ?
Eddie's address is: 12 Pooley Street, P a k u r a n g a , A u c k l a n d 1706.
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NEW ZEALAND ORIENTEERING FEDERATION
NEWSLETTER
Page 2
S W E D I S H GIRL SEEKS W O R K .
Sofia, a 20year old Swedish girl would like to take a "subbatical" year
between college and High School, combining work with her interests.
Apart from competing and teaching orienteering, her other interests are
cooking, making clothes, skiing, music, volleyball.
If anyone or family are interested they c a n contact Sofia at the following
address:
Sofia Brockmark
Sjuharadsgatan 5 5
S - 441 51 Alingsas
SWEDEN
OVERSEAS EVENTS.
T h e N Z O F Secretary has information on the following events:
July 12-14
July 27- A u g 01
A u g 01 -05

Hallefors 3-Days, Sweden.
Norsk O-Festival, Norway.
Vetrans W o r l d Cup, Scotland.

P.O.Box 1 9 3 1 2
Hamilton.
P h 07-8391214

Les W a r r e n
N Z O F Secretary

T h e N e w Z e a l a n d Orienteering
Federation a c k n o w l e d g e s t h e
support of the Hillary Commission
a n d T h e N Z Sports Foundation I n c

HILLARY COMMISSION
for

THE
NEW ZEALAND
SPORTS
FOUNDATION INC.
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AOA NEWS
The AOA Committee had a meeting last month although unfortunately
there were no delegates from South Auckland.
PUBLICITY
By now everyone should have one of the yellow events calenders.
Please
distribute
these
to
as
many
outlets
and
public
noticeboards as possible. Orienteering is becoming more visible
at the moment and I am getting quite a few phone calls from
people interested in giving it a go. More and more secondary
schools have included it as part of their sports and outdoors
programmes and are looking for guidance. Peter Wilson's book
on Orienteering, published for the NZ Mountain Safety Council,
is an excellent handbook for teachers. Jim Lewis in Taupo has
copies if your club does not have any in stock. North West club
applied for, and received, funds from their local council's
grants scheme to purchase copies of the book. Each secondary
and intermediate school in their area is now going to be
personally visited and presented with a free copy. We must keep
the interest going.
CRECHE FACILITIES
Thank you Chris Jager for your plea in the magazine regarding
the problems of families with young children. You have galvanised
us into action!
WOULD EVENT ORGANISERS PLEASE NOTE: Where possible, space for
about 8 to 10 cars should be made available in a special area
near registration for those families with youngsters under 6
years old. Would all other orienteers please respect this area
and park where directed.
NZOF MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
As
no-one
expressed
interest
in
the
position
of
Area
Representative to the NZOF Management Committee, I decided to
do it while I am AOA Chairman. If clubs have any concerns they
want addressed at National level would you let me know. I believe
there is a meeting in May.
AUCKLAND JUNIOR TEAM
The Auckland Junior teams had their first challenge event at
the All Night Relays in Taupo and finished in 2nd and 3rd places.
Unfortunatel the planned competition at Easter did not eventuate
for a number of reasons.
AUCKLAND NIGHT CHAMPS
The meeting wondered if there was any future in holding a Night
Championship. There seems to be little interest in it at present.
Perhaps a social evening with night orienteering as part of
it could be an alternative? Any ideas welcome.
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SCHOOLS COMPETITION
The schools competition - after a busy start - lost some of
its momentum with much smaller numbers taking part in the later
events. It is noticeable that many pupils are not available
to compete in the weekends even when transport is offered. It
seems to be a lot easier for those schools with orienteers on
the staff to keep interest going. We have at least introduced
the sport to some children who have never experienced it before,
so I guess that's a plus.
I sometimes wish there were 48 hours in the day to get everything
done!
Lesley Stone,
AOA Chairman.

FROM THE ARCHIVES
The Australian team arrived in NZ in early April in time for
the National Champs. Wayne and Trish Aspins' Awhitu map proved
to be an excellent venue when many were prejudiced against
farmland events. 1993 Easter 3-day competitors who won titles
ten years ago were Ross Brighouse M21A, Ralph King M50, Doreen
Oldfield W50, Jeanine Browne W17, and Phyllis Sneddon W35. How
many remember Ann Salisbury who won the W21A title and that
Frank Anderson, J Hodson, N de Mestre and R Mountstephen filled
the first 4 places in the M43 grade.
The international in the Esk forest saw NZ win by six grades
to five - the first win since the series started in 1971. The
most notable performance came from James Brewis M16 who came
into the finish in fifth position to clinch the NZ win. And
the surprise team were the M43 team (John Robinson, Terry
Brighouse and John Davies) who reversed the NZ Champs results.
The relays next day were held on Hokio, open sand dunes and
Ti trees and were won by Australia 6-5. A couple of close
finishes went Australia's way. W-16 (Jan Davies, Susan Dickey
and Katie Hill) were beaten by 12 seconds and closer still,
the W17-20 team (Jeanine Browne, Joanne Cunningham, Katie Fettes)
lost by 5 seconds.
The end of the month and back to Telephone Track for an OY.
Rob Garden won the M21A - were the team members relaxing? and among the B-graders Leon McGivern beat Clive Bolt and Tom
Clendon won the M43B. They are still enjoying their orienteering
today.
Ken Browne.
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W100
BEFORE AND AFTER THE MUSHROOM AFFAIR
The trouble with orienteers is we will not conform. Especially
the veterans - they get stroppy at times, they fall down holes,
or beat people younger than themselves or worst of all gather
mushrooms in the middle of a course. That's to stop those other
younger ones whipping back and picking the lot.
Easter
3-Day. We might have made the Perth
trip, dollars
permitting. Too bad, Woodhill was in our pockets' reach, and
what a good
route choice. Before we left home, such good
resolutions - this time say I I'll really follow my compass
and count the contours said M70+. Yes dear, I'll read the map
carefully and listen to all the tips I get from Mark Currie
to Ralph King. "And follow the compass" says M70+. OK, OK I
heard you.
Such good resolutions. Arrived at venue on day 1. Freezing cold
so I found an old silage pit and to fill in waiting time I
painted a picture of the Kaipara Harbour under heavy cloud.
Very satisfying and I didn't even need a compass.
The first and second days were perfect, followed compass, read
map and so on. Only trouble was breathlessly dragging myself
up steep hills, and slippery down the other side on a tender
tailbone. Up, down for 60 exhausting minutes - I found all the
controls spot on. Well, nearly all. Oh yeah.
Whats more M70+ found these lovely mushrooms. Wasn't
highlight of the run? 60 mushrooms, 60 seconds last,
a yummy meal that night.

that the
but what

Day 2 was a sort of reverse course, up the down hill and down
the up ones, through the swamps and hobbling over cattle trails.
Follow the compass etc but then never get the pre-conceived
idea about the last control. ZZ, oh yes the other half had that
yesterday in a depression or clearing. "Was yours in a clearing
dear?" Mmmm, I guess you could call it that, not listening.
So trudge up hill, up hill, through the cows snorting their
disdain, ah reached the top. What's this, a tape-oh,oh, peer
at map. Good grief, there is ZZ way, way down in depression
cum clearing!!
Just in time at finish to see M70+ staggering in like a pregnant
greenie, his blouse bulging with yet more mushrooms. Another
good run. Another great dinner.
Everyone went home happy. A great Easter 3-day.
W100.
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Attention a l l Orienteers

Hamilton Club are holding an event on Sunday 23rd May on the Four Brothers/Old
Mountain Rd map. This is a 1:15000, 5m map that incorporates all the best features
of the famous (infamous?) Kapamahunga map, ie intricate farmland, hills, scattered
bush and hills !!
Courses are:

1.

10km very very hard contour only (proper one colour print
map) course for the real masochists! This is suitable for very
fit, very experienced orienteers only with a special prize for
anyone completing the course in under 2 hours !!!! There
will be no starts after 12pm.

2.

4km hard contour only course suitable for the very
experienced only

3.

5km hard course suitable for the experienced only. This
course will incorporate some legs from the M40A winning
courses in the 1992 course setting competition

4.

5km medium course for those wanting more distance than
course 5

5.

3km medium course suitable for persons that have
orienteered before. This course will incorporate some legs
from the W16A winning courses in the 1992 course setting
competition

6.

7km easy course suitable for fit novices and harriers. Great
course for a long walk or run over farmland

7.

2km easy course suitable for beginners and children.

Start times from 10.30am until 1pm (except course 1) and the event will be
signposted from Whatawhata (10km west of Hamilton)
There are no other events on in the Auckland/Central North Island on this day
so come for a drive and enjoy yourselves. Travel time approx 1.5 hours from both
Auckland and Taupo.
Enquiries phone Bruce Collins at 07 8255745.
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New Zealand Orienteering federation (Inc.)
20 April 1993

P.O. Box 19312
HAMILTON.
P h 0 7 8391214

NOTICE O F M A N A G E M E N T C O M M I T T E E
M E E T I N G . S A T U R D A Y 15 M A Y 1993, A U C K L A N D .
N o t i c e is hereby given that a meeting of the Management Committee of the
N e w Z e a l a n d Orienteering Federation (Inc) will be held at S t a n Foster's,
7 0 Waimarie R o a d , W h e n u a p a i , A u c k l a n d on Saturday 1 5 M a y 1 9 9 3 , 9am.

AGENDA
1

Roll Call.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Apologies.
Minutes of last meeting, 0 6 M a r c h 1 9 9 3 .
Matters arising from minutes.
Correspondence.
Business from correspondence.
Treasurer's report a n d accounts for payment.
Sub-committee reports
Coaching
Technical
Fixtures
Promotion
Kiwisport
Property
Statistician
Selectors
W O C Squad
Development S q u a d
9 Election of Vice-President.
1 0 G e n e r a l Business.
Subjects to b e discussed include;
J o b Descriptions.
Hillary Commission 9 3 / 9 4 Funding.
Levy Discussion Paper.
M a n a g e m e n t Plan 1 9 9 4 .

N Z O F Secretary.
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ORIENTEER OF THE YEAR COMPETITION
In last month's Auckland Orienteer an article explained the changes in the courses and grades
that will be available in this year's Orienteer of the Year (OY) competition. For those of you
who are new to orienteering (and a refresher for the rest of you who think they know it all)
there are a few rules and regulations which are detailed below.
What is it?

It is an annual competition run by the three Auckland and Whangarei clubs
on behalf of the Auckland Orienteering Association and is open to all
financial members of orienteering clubs. Entry is free to Auckland club
members, other club members pay $1 each. Non-members may run in the
events but will not be included in the OY competition.
There are seven events during the year which are designated as OY's and
competitors in these earn points based on both their placing and time. The
best five performances of each competitor are counted to determine the
Orienteer of the Year in each grade.

Where is it?

The 1993 OY events will be:
OY1
OY2
OY3
OY4
OY5
OY6
OY7

May 16
June 13
July 4
August 8
August 29
September 19
October 3

CEN
SA
NW
NW
CEN
WHO
SA

Kiwitahi-Paehoka
Huriwai
Muriwai
Sixteen Mile
Te Heke
Phoebe's Lake
Matakawau

The locations of these maps are shown on the 1993 Coming Events
programme.
What do I do? If you are a member of an Auckland club (including Whangarei) you do not
have to do anything at all; you will automatically earn points in the grade in
which you first compete. As competitors can only register points in one
grade, if you wish to change grades you must advise the OY Statistician who
will remove any points earned in the previous grade and record points earned
in events run after notification of the change has been received.
If you are a member of a clubfromoutside of Auckland and wish to join the
competition you must pay $1.00 to the OY Statistician. Non-club members
will not be credited with any points.
Results

Cumulative results are displayed at each OY event and the final results are
published in the Auckland Orienteer. Competitors from outside Auckland
will be sent a copy of the final results.
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Points

The points are calculated in two parts Place points are awarded to the first 10 in each grade; 10 for 1st, 9 for
2nd, and so on, down to 1 for 10th, and
Time points are awarded according to the following formula:
10 -

[( Your time - Winner's time)
]
x20
Winner's time

This means that you lose one time point for every 5% of the winner's time
that you are slower so that no time points are earned when your time exceeds
the winner's time by 50% or more.
Double points

The Joker selection has been discontinued, however in thefinalevent (OY7)
all competitors will earn double the usual points. The course planner and
controller of OY7 use OY6 as theirfinalevent for double points.

Trophies

To qualify for an OY trophy or certificate, senior competitors must have run
in a minimum of four of the seven events or earned more points than others
in the grade who have run in at least four events. Trophies are available for
alt grades but will only be awarded when this qualification is met.

Grades

The grades and courses were published last month. As in all orienteering
competitions, grades are based on the age you will be on 31 December in the
current year, i.e. 31 December 1993 this year. The numbers in junior grades
indicate the upper age limit so M-12 and W-12 are for all ages up to and
including 12 years, -14A for ages up to and including 14 years, etc. Then the
grade numbers show the minimum ages, 40-A for ages 40 and upwards, 50A for ages 50 and upwards, etc.

Club Treasurers
& Membership
Secretaries
The OY Statistician uses your schedules offinancialmembers to determine
whether competitors have paid their subscriptions or not. It is important that
you advise him prior to each OY event of any new financial members
otherwise they will be excluded.
Queries

If you have any questions concerning the competition contact the OY
Statistician - Keith Stone, 8 Agathis Avenue, Mairangi Bay, Auckland 10.
Telephone 478-8224
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MAP OF THE MONTH

EVENT:

Autumn Series No.2

MAP:

Whites Line

DATE:

18 April 1993

VICTIM: Marquita Gelderman
COURSE: 7.3km, 125m climb
TIME:

64.19, 6th place
1st woman.
-16-

WHITES LINE
WOODHILL FOREST
SPLITS
MM.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

2.57
2.28
6.18
1.22
3.44
1.22
0.36
2.47
3.34
1.20
4.10
4.46
1.01

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
F.

2.56
2.01
3.42
1.47
1.07
2.14
1.56
3.16
3.16
1.34
1.57
1.56

64.19

COMMENTS
Lost 3 minutes (!) on no.2. Vegetation boundary no
longer distinctive as forest is logged. Relocated
off little track. Thought no.7 was on the other side
of the hill; luckily turned around and saw it. Went
too far right at no.11 and wasn't sure which way to
turn. Distracted at no.20 by another runner and went
up wrong re-entrant.
Really enjoyed the course - I thought it was well
set and made good use of a small area. Controls were
maybe a bit hidden in places.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
Once more we have someone presenting ill-informed criticism
of someone trying to do something for the sport. I am surprised
that May Young made no attempt to find out who "The Organiser"
was and approach him/her to find out the truth about the
Secondary Schools Competition before rushing into print with
poorly researched comments.
In short, the competition followed a meeting of secondary school
teachers. The recommendations from that meeting were taken to
the AOA and the possible series of events was presented. Only
one club saw any organisational problems and I felt these had
been talked through and satisfactory compromises reached. Prior
to the two events on Summer Series events, full discussion
occured between myself and John Powell and Alistair and Joanna
Stewart along with some discusssion with Tony Nicholls. Problems
with communication have never been referred to me by the club
organising the summer series events (Central Club).
A number of the other problems mentioned by May in her letter
have also been noted
by "The Organiser" but I would have
appreciated a phone call from May to discuss her perspective
before she rushed into print.
Which rules for participation are able to be bent? This comment
mystifies me.
The congestion at the start was caused by two things - a greater
then anticipated number of participants, and the start system
used at the summer series events i.e no start/finish officials.
The results system has not worked out the way "The Organiser"
would have liked but that is a problem of the ASB Bank Secondary
Schools Sports Organiser and his office. Essentially we are
being criticised for not getting results out the day after the
event! No club does this, but I have the results off my hands
the next day.
Comments on the points system sound like ill-informed whinging
about something after approval was given by all - both schools
and clubs. What are we trying to encourage - one school with
an occasional winner to be a major player, or mass participation?
The suggestions on improvements sounded very incoherent with
a lot of extra time involved on top of what was intended as
a very simple points system stolen from another very successful
competition.
Finally, returning to the start of May's letter, I would like
to re-iterate the fact that this is not a clubs initiative.
Schools have taken the steps and done all the extra work.
Teachers do not need training to run the events - clubs need
training in the special needs of schools. The competiton is
designed to give clubs a minimum of extra work.
-18-

Incidentally, the genesis for a competition came from Lesley
Stone. She and the North West Club are right behind the venture.
Also much support has come from Warren Ogilvie of the ASB Bank
Secondary Schools Sports Coordinators.
Lets support new ventures that are getting young people into
orienteering and not rush into print with ill-informed comment.
The Organiser
(Stan Foster)

Dear Editor,
I would like to reply to May Young's letter to the editor (April)
" Inter Secondary School Competition ", which I read with great
interest as it is my school she refers to regarding "mass entries
by a keen school overwhelms others". I would have thought the
more runners the better the future for orienteering. However
I do see the reason for two separate points systems, one to
reward
placegetters and one to reward participation. I guess
the organiser could not foresee what an overwhelming response
from students at my school would be i.e 30 to 40 competitors
at the first three events.
May also points out "schools with true orienteers but without
the support of mass entries don't stand a dog's show of gaining
many points". Quite right. Fortunately our team, large as it
is, does include 8 "true orienteers" who also competed in the
OY series and the Auckland Relay and Individual Champs last
year. This year hopefully double that amount will compete.
May
refers
to
"schools
with
staff
involved
with
the
organisation....as disadvantaged as they cannot bring as many
pupils as they would like". I'm a staff member, organiser, coach
and competitor but still manage to bring 30 plus pupils to the
venues. What's the secret?
a) Good communication with parents.
(newsletters, phone), involved, send them
share transport duties.

Keep them informed
results. Arrange to

b) Start small. Try to build a nucleus in the 3rd form
and concentrate on them. Their successes will enthuse others
to join. Students in other year groups are a bonus.
Finally I enjoyed May's article, it was relevant and helpful
but I feel some of the observations were a little unresearched.
Graham Peters,
Birkenhead College.
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Dear Marquita,
In the April edition, May Young made suggestions for improvement
of the inter-secondary schools competition. Some readers may
infer from her role in the summer series and from the timing
of her letter, that she was expressing the views of the summer
series organising committee or relaying comments that I might
have made as the series coordinator to the committee. This is
not the case. The views she expressed were personal.
My comments as summer series coordinator about the schools'
events can be found in the same edition of the magazine in an
article about the summer series.
Communication
and
organisational
difficulties
will
continue
to arise as the schools' competition evolves. The development
process would be facilitated if we can recognise that we are
all volunteers trying to do our best, and that with tolerance
and goodwill we can overcome communication and organisational
difficulties as they arise.
It is in the interests of orienteering clubs to work together
with
schools
and
teacher-orienteers
to promote
a schools'
competition. I look forward to working with them to improve
their use of next year's summer series events.
John Powell.

Dear Editor,
After reading a very interesting series of articles last year
entitled "The Garden Party That Wasn't", by D. Ashmore, I have
been most disappointed to see no further articles this year.
My queries to this renowned literary figure are:
1. Did the trip continue beyond the last article?
2. Will you be writing any more in the series?
3. If so, when?
Yours eagerly waiting.
The man with no home.
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YOUR ARTICLES
TAURANGARURU
Never assume orienteers will go where you want them to or that
they won't go where you don't want them to.
For those of you who have been around for a while, you will
know that part of the Taurangaruru map is out of bounds due
to an episode with stock during an event many years ago. I do
not mark this area on the map, I just set the courses so noone has to cross this prohibited area.
Courses 1 and 2 on
a leg like this:

the

Autumn

Quite straight forward isn't
'O' ers on course 1 and 2.

Series

event

on

April

4th

had

it, especially for experienced!!!!

However, after a long confession to me, the most experienced
orienteer in New Zealand i.e the longest serving competitor
(guess who, I won't mention any names) says he spent 20 minutes
in area X. Had the absentee land-owner turned up at the
appropriate time I might have had a fair bit of explaining to
do. It would have been quite numerous with me making excuses
to the farmer about this poor old inexperienced orienteer who
doesn't know much about the sport yet and had completely lost
his way!
Moral of the story is to never
go where you expect them to!
Ross Brighouse.
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predict

that

orienteers

will

Flexibility, Balance and Focus
Upper back, shoulders and arms.
Stand in alignment, arms loose at sides.
Raise shoulders and circle forwards, down,
back and up. Repeat 5 times. Reverse
direction for 6 circles. Now circle left
shoulder forward and at the same time circle
the right one back. After 6 circles change
to circle the right forward and the left back.
Stand facing a wall, an arms length away, feet
hip width apart. Place hands flat on wall,
fingers vertical and just above head height.
Hang fron the hands, taking buttocks out and
down. Hold for count of 10.

Kneel and sit on heels, spine long. Take left
arm behind back, the back of the hand as high
as possible between the shoulder blades. Raise
right arm, reach behind head to grasp left
hand with the right. Repeat on the other side.

Lie on stomach, forehead on floor, hands palms
down just in front of shoulders. Keeping elbows
in, push on hands to raise upper body, shoulders
down, neck long. Hold for a count of 8. Release
and repeat.

Lie on back, arms along sides, palms down.
Pushing on lower arms, raise chest and let head
and shoulders tip back until top of head rests
on the floor. Hold for count of 5. Release, rest
and repeat.

Kneel on all fours, knees and feet together,
hands shoulder width apart. Push on hands and
feet to raise buttocks and straighten legs.
Arras should be in line with body, back flat.
Draw chest towards knees and heels to the floor.
Hold. Return to kneeling position. Repeat.
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POOR SOLES
Larry and his friends had to take their shoes to the menders
last week. The beige shoes which needed re-stitching weren't
Gary's. Barry's were black. The navy shoes had a split toe,
and Carrie's had a broken heel, while another pair had a damaged
sole. Marie's uppers had come adrift - her shoes weren't grey.
What was
they .

wrong

with

NAME

each

person's shoes, and what colour

REPAIR

were

COLOUR

Answers
next
month.
Brown

SUMMER SERIES ATTENDANCE 1992-1993
DATE
Nov
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Jan
Jan
Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar
Mar

VENUE
10
17
24
1
8
15
12
19
26
2
9
16
23
2
9
14

Auckland Domain
One Tree Hill
Western Springs
Auckland Domain
One Tree Hill
Self's Farm
Western Springs
Churchill Park
One Tree Hill
Self's Farm
Auckland Domain
One Tree Hill
Western Springs
Auckland Domain
One Tree Hill
Temu Road

COC

NWOC

37
35
25
16
28
16
23
27
40
27
47
38
38
32
40
22

16
16
14
8
7
9
17
12
15
9
17
21
19
19
22
21

SAOC
2
8
6
4
4
6
3
3
4
4
1
6
1
1
4
4

PUBLIC

TOTAL

101
114
138
46
110
71
66
64
106
45
114
172
199
144
162
25

156
173
183
74
149
102
109
106
165
85
179
237
264
196
228
72

Above are the figures for attendance at the Summer Series. The
last two events do not not include children from the Schools
Competition.
It appears events closer to the city are the most popular. Some
events may have been affected by the weather.
Mervyn Paitry, Central Orienteering Club.
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SUMMER

SERIES

COURSE

SETTING

COMPETITION
John Powell
Central Club

A competition for the best summer series setter/vetter combination
was held at a recent social for summer series workers and families.
Maps for courses 2 and 4 from the events were displayed and all at
the social were allowed two votes for each of the best of courses 2
and 4.
Three of the sixteen events were not displayed: the master maps for
12 January at Western Springs could not be found; the Temu Road
event was excluded because it was not a park event; and I excluded
my event of 9 February at the Domain to avoid the embarrassment of
having to declare myself the winner.
Voters were asked to vote for the course which made the best use of
the map within the supplied guidelines to setters and vetters which
are given below. Start and finish places were taken as assigned.
Course 2 Advanced: 3-4 km. For experienced orienteers. Technically
difficult, that is route choice is provided and control sites are
point features not close to large catching features. Physically
easy.
Course 4 Beginner: 1-2 km. For those with little or no previous
experience. Physically and technically very easy. Control sites
are on the intersection of "handrails", for example, tracks and
fences, or on large catching features close to a handrail. Route
choice follows handrails. If the beginner cannot be guided into
the control by a handrail then the control should be visible from
the previous control. The first control should be visible from the
start banner.
Best Course 4
First: Chris and Norm Jager, One Tree Hill, 16 February
Second: Richard Bolt and Rob Jessop, Western Springs, 27 Feb
Third=: Andy and Jill Brewis, One Tree Hill, 17 November
Rob Pols and Peter King, One Tree Hill, 26 January
Best Course 2
First: Lyn Stanton and Mark Roberts, One Tree Hill, 8 Dec
Second: Richard Bolt and Rob Jessop, Western Springs, 27 Feb
Third: Chris and Norm Jager, One Tree Hill, 16 February
The results of the voting on courses two and four were added to
obtain the overall winners. This combined the achievements of
setting/vetting for a difficult and an easy course.
The winners were

Richard Bolt and Rob Jessop
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Winner's Course 2

Best Course 4

Winner's Course 4
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ONE TREE HILL 8/12/92
Course 2
Hard/Medium length 4.1km

Best Course 2
-27-

1 AS Water trough
2
GG Stone wall, northwest end
3
PE Lone tree, southwest side
4
OO Western depression
5
MF Low spur
6
HH Western group of rocks
7
YR Large boulder, west side
8
UR Middle of copse
9
US Foot of bank
10 UY East edge of group of boulders
11 CC Lone tree
12 FU Top of hill

BACK TO BASICS
Last months article covered some basics
magnetic north and orientating the map.

about

the map, scale,

PART TWO: SIMPLE TECHNIQUES
1. HANDRAILS
Handrails are usually line
a track, a fence, stream,
a long skinny depression.

features which you can follow eg
vegetation boundary, a long spur,

The safest way to find a control is to use
navigate as close to the control as possible.

line

features

to

For this leg use the major
track and turn right into
the
smaller
one.
Follow
until the bridge then follow
the stream until the fence.
From here follow fence to
control.
An alternative is to follow
the
fence
over
the hill.
This is just as safe but
physically harder!

A
more
difficult
leg
which would be commonly
seen
in
Woodhill.
Use
the
long
hill
as
a
handrail to the clearing.
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Have a look back at some old courses and
handrails you could have used on the course.

try

to

identify

2. AIMING OFF
If the control is on or near a line feature, deliberately aim
off to one side so that when you reach the line feature it is
obvious which way to turn.

If you attempt
to hit the
control
straight
on,
and
miss, which way to turn when
you reach the fence ?

3. ATTACK POINTS
An attack point is an obvious
easier to find than the control
point, slow right down to a
carefully to the control. This
of the leg as a lot of time can

point near the control which is
itself. Once you reach the attack
walk if necessary and navigate
is often the most important part
be lost in the circle.

*

Walk if necessary, don't rush!

*

Take an accurate
the control.

compass

* READ all the detail
the control.

bearing

on the map
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from

between

the

attack

the attack

point

to

point and

Another Woodhill type leg.

CONTOURS
Contours are the brown lines on the map and show the shape and
steepness of the ground.
The contour interval is the height between each contour line.

5 m contours, 4 contours
high.
The higher the hill, the more contours there are.

Hills
less
than
5 metres
high are shown as a brown
dot or a form line.
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Form lines are broken contour lines which show
when the contour interval is too large to show it.

extra

detail

The closer the contour lines, the steeper the hill. Conversely
if the contours are further apart it indicates a flat area.
This flat area could be on a steep hillside.

Not
only
are
high
points
shown
by
contours; so are
low points, or depressions.
If
the
ground
slopes
downwards, tags on the contour
lines show this.
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Small depressions are shown as a
, just as small hills are
shown only as a dot
. Very deep, steep-sided holes are shown
as a pit.
Sometimes tags are used on the down sloping contours of a hill.

The more you look at contours, the better you will understand
them. Look over old maps and try to visualize the ground. Start
with simpler maps such as open farmland rather than complex
Woodhill maps. Draw a line on your map and decide where it goes
up hill, where it is running flat, what about downhill?

Follow the path through this contour pattern and
try to visualize when you are going up, down or
flat.
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CALENDER
MAY

JUNE

JULY

2
9
10-14

NW
WOC
NZOF
NZOF
C
Pine
NW

Autumn Series
Forest Run
Advanced Junior
Training Camp
Veterans Training Camp
OY 1
CDOA OY 3
Autumn Series

14-16
16
30
30
5-7
6
13
20
20
29

Flock House
Flock House
Kiwitahi-Paehoka
Mamaku
Otakanini Topu

C
SA
NW
Taupo
NW

Queens Birthday
Park Event
OY 2
Autumn Series
CDOA OY 4
Auck Sec School Champs

Wellington
One Tree Hill
Huriwai, Port Waikato
Whites Line
Whakaipo Bay
Sixteen Mile
Muriwai
Wellington
Muriwai
Domain
Crater Block

4
10
11
18
18

NW
C
Rot

OY 3
NZ Sec School Champs
Coaching
Park Event
CDOA OY 5

AUG

1
8
15
15
29

SA
NW
C
Ham
C

Autumn Series
OY 4
Park Event
CDOA OY 6
OY 5

Waiuku Forest
Sixteen Mile
Western Springs
Patetonga
Te Heke

SEPT

5
12
19
26

Rot
SA
WHO
NW

CDOA Champs
Promotional Event
OY 6
Promotional

Kaiangaroa

3
17
22-24
30,31

SA
C
NW
SA

OY 7
AOA Relays
National Champs
Auckland Champs

C
13,14
20,21

Auck Primary School Champs
Wellington Champs
South Island Champs

30+

APOC

OCT

NOV

DEC

NW

Sixteen Mile
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Phoebes Lake
Karamatura
Matakawau
Paparoa
North Woodhill
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